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			Are we hapless victims of life's whims? Are we driven along by some blind and impersonal force? Are we battered by circumstances beyond all control?

		
			A thousand times, "No!" says pastor and author Alistair Begg. Instead, Begg says we are the objects of God's providential care. We reside under His guiding and protecting hand.

		
			In this richly textured study of Joseph's life, readers will see God at work shaping Joseph's circumstances so that he can ultimately redeem and reconcile his family. And they'll see the hand of God in their own lives, lovingly guiding them through their disappointments and struggles to a place of peace.

		
			It's an amazing and comforting fact: God rules and overrules in the circumstances of life.

		
			God's authority is neither capricious nor vindictive—quite the contrary—God works through the circumstances of life to bring about something miraculous, something abundantly good, even out of what we perceive to be our darkest moments. We can entrust the baggage of our past, the fears of our present, and the prospects of our future to the God who cares.
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The Art of Error Correcting CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Building on the success of the first edition, which offered a practical introductory approach to the techniques of error concealment, this book, now fully revised and updated, provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject and includes a wealth of additional features. The Art of Error Correcting Coding, Second Edition explores...
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Artificial Intelligence in Wireless Communications (Mobile Communications)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	This cutting-edge resource offers practical overview of cognitive radio - a paradigm for wireless communications in which a network or a wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters. The alteration of parameters is based on the active monitoring of several factors in the external and internal radio environment. This book...
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Artificial Neural Networks with Java: Tools for Building Neural Network ApplicationsApress, 2019

	
		
			Use Java to develop neural network applications in this practical book. After learning the rules involved in neural network processing, you will manually process the first neural network example. This covers the internals of front and back propagation, and facilitates the understanding of the main principles of neural...
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Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and ToolsAddison Wesley, 1986
This introduction to compilers is the direct descendant of the well-known book by Aho and Ullman, Principles of Compiler Design.  The authors present updated coverage of compilers based on research and techniques that have been developed in the field over the past few years.  The book provides a thorough introduction to compiler...
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Handbook of MatricesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
Nowadays matrices are used in many fields of science, Accordingly they have become standard tools in statistics, econometrics, mathematics, engineering and natural sciences textbooks, In fact, many textbooks from these fields have chapters, appendices or sections on matrices, Often collections of those results used in a book are included, Of...
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Oracle GoldenGate 11g Implementer's guidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Data replication is an important part of any database system that is growing due to today's demand for real-time reporting and regulatory requirements. GoldenGate has recently become Oracle's strategic real-time data replication solution. Until now, very little has been written about how to implement GoldenGate in a production...
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